ANALYSIS OF SURFACE MYOELECTRIC SIGNALS BY LINEAR PREDICTION METHOD
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ABSTRACT: The article presents a proposal to use linear prediction method for a quick analysis of surface myoelectric (EMG) signals. The spectra obtained with the linear prediction (LP) and Fourier methods were compared. The LP method allows for a precise determination of the location and amplitude of the spectrum maximum and observation of changes in muscle tension and contraction phases. EMG spectra of brachial biceps during flexion and extension of the forearm by four adults were analyzed. The optimal width of the time window for the averaging of motor unit action potentials that allows for the observation of changes during contraction was established. It has been found that maximum spectrum during flexion has a significantly higher frequency and amplitude than during the extension of the forearm.

1. INTRODUCTION

The human movement is a result of skeletal muscle contractions under the influence of coordinated nerve impulses coming from the central nervous system. The primary control element of muscle contraction is known as motor unit (MU). It consists of many muscle fibers, and under the influence of neurons excitation motor unit action potentials (MUAPs) are generated. Studies on MUAPs are performed with the use of needle electrodes in order to learn about the motor unit structure and diagnose neuromuscular diseases [12-14, 17-19]. Surface EMG signals are the results of summation of many individual MUAPs in time and space. As research studies conducted so far have shown, they contain information about the proper functioning of the muscle, fatigue, strength and processes taking place during the contraction [11]. Surface EMG studies have diagnostic significance in medical problems of the musculoskeletal system, in the evaluation of load and muscle fatigue [9] and in sports medicine. They are also used in the studies of prosthetic control [8, 12], and even for speech recognition [1]. In the last decade, there has been a growing interest in the structure of these signals, especially their frequency spectrum. This research typically focuses on the establishment of the mean or median of the Fourier spectrum [5-6]. In recent years there has been considerable interest in the analysis of the potential use of the
wavelet transform for the analysis of these signals [7, 10, 16]. In the present study, Fourier transform limitations are described and the proposed method of linear prediction is proposed to generalize spectral waveforms. The presented analyses are of a pilot character. The authors intend to make use of parameterized EMG signals to stimulate the movements of a humanoid robot as well as for the recognition of muscle dysfunction in pathological speech articulation and for the application of biofeedback to correct speech defects.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Surface myoelectric signals were recorded from the brachial biceps during flexion and extension of the forearm. During the test, Noraxon's second generation of telemetry systems (2400T TeleMyo "G2") was used. Raw EMG signals and the data from the goniometer were recorded. In the pilot study the participants were three adult males (M1, M2 aged 37 and M3 - aged 28) and one woman (K1 - aged 63). The surface EMG signals were recorded from the brachial biceps of each subject’s right arm. The skin had been abraded and cleaned and bipolar electrodes were placed over the belly of the muscle. Each electrode had a 1 cm 2 Ag/AgCl surface and the inter-electrode distance was 2 cm. The participants were asked to perform five flexion - extension cycles at a fast (approx. 2 s per cycle) and slow (approx. 5 s per cycle) rate. The signals were sampled with a frequency of 3000Hz and stored in text files. The analysis was conducted using WaveBlaster software elaborated by Codello [2-4]. This program enables Fourier and LP analyses in any selected shape and width of the time window.

3. THEORY

3.1. Short-time fourier spectrum

In the case of stochastic signals, such as EMG, the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) method can be applied. It is based on an analysis of successive time fragments of the signal multiplied by a window function [20]. This procedure for a digital signal can be represented by the following formula:

$$X(k) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} w(n) \cdot x(n) \cdot e^{-\frac{2\pi i}{N} kn}$$

where $X(k)$ - k-th line of the frequency spectrum, $x(n)$-n-th sample of the signal in the time scale, $w(n)$ - a function describing the shape of the time window, N - number of samples for a given width of the time window ($\Delta t$). In the presented analysis a Hann window was used described by the following function:

$$w(n) = \frac{1}{2}(1 - \cos(\frac{2\pi n}{N}) - 1)$$

The width of the time window ($\Delta t$) determines the resolution of the signal frequency ($\Delta f$) due to the fact that the total number of spectral lines is equal to the number of samples.

$$\Delta f \approx \frac{1}{\Delta t}$$
As it follows from the formula (3), the frequency resolution increases proportionally to the width of the window. The averaged spectrum in a large time window has many distinct peaks in the frequency scale, which creates the problem of deciding which ones are the major peaks. So it is appropriate to use linear prediction method that allows for discretionary smoothing of the spectrum, depending on the choice of the prediction order.

3.2. LP spectrum

Linear prediction is a mathematical operation where future values of a discrete-time signal are estimated as a linear function of previous samples [16]. The linear prediction method was originally used primarily for the compression and transmission of voice signals (called Linear Predictive Coding - LPC):

\[
\hat{y}(n) = \sum_{k=1}^{p} a_k y(n - k)
\]

\(\hat{y}(n)\) - the value of the n-th predicted sample, \(y(n)\) - the value of the n-th sample of actual sample, \(p\) - prediction order, \(a_k\) - prediction coefficients.

The difference between the predicted and the original sample is called the prediction error \(e(n)\):

\[
e(n) = \hat{y}(n) - y(n)
\]

The smaller \(e(n)\), more accurate the signal approximation. Linear prediction coefficients can be determined by minimizing the mean square error in the vicinity of any given sample. The LP method permits the determination of the frequency on the basis of the following formula:

\[
X(f) = \frac{A}{1 - \sum_{k=1}^{p} a_k e^{-2\pi ik f / f_p}}
\]

\(A\) - gain parameter
\(a_k\) - LP coefficients
\(p\) - predictor order
\(f_p\) - sampling frequency [Hz]

4. RESULTS

4.1. LP spectra for different time window widths

Motor unit action potentials in place where the electrode was applied occur in different time moments. Therefore, time-frequency analysis window should be large enough to obtain an adequate averaging of the MUAPs. In the case of Fourier analysis it results in an increase in the number of spectral lines. To extract a clear peak at which the synchronization of the contractions of individual cells is maximal, it is necessary to use the averaging of the spectra. As a result of predictive analysis, the spectra are automatically averaged in the time windows, which allows for the tracking of the maximum synchronization of action potentials.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of spectra: Fourier and LP of the EMG signal recorded during the contraction and extension of the brachial biceps muscle by an adult male. The
spectra were made with the use of Hann window with the width of 1024 samples (341.3 ms) and an offset of 512 samples (170.7 ms). The prediction order was 30. It can be seen that with the same width of the window, the LP spectrum shows distinct groupings in specific frequency ranges. Fourier spectra are very fragmented and difficult to clearly interpret without additional mechanisms of averaging.

An important parameter of the frequency analysis is the width of the time window. The selection of this parameter does not only determine the accuracy of the analysis itself, but is also associated with averaging of synchronous potentials derived from individual sarcomeres, significant from the point of muscle functioning. Figure 2 shows the prediction spectrum of brachial biceps EMG signal obtained using the time window widths of 512 (170.7 ms) 1024 (341.3 ms) and 2048 (782.7 ms). The signals were recorded during a five cycle flexion/extension of the forearm by a man (M1).

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the frequency characteristics obtained by STFT (Short-Time Fourier Transform) and LP method in a chosen time window. As shown, the Fourier course, which contains multiple local maxima, has been smoothed, which allowed for the distinguishing of the main peak.

Figure 1 Oscillogram, STFT and LP spectrogram of electromyographic signals recorded during the flexion and extension of the forearm from the brachial biceps. Sequentially from the top of the figure: the indications goniometer, EMG signal waveform, STFT and LP spectrograms.
The maximum marked in the diagram corresponds to a frequency of 41 Hz. As it can be seen, a maximum frequency location found by the LP spectrum with the use of windows of different widths does not change.

This method offers therefore the possibility of observing the location and the maximum height in different moments of muscle contraction. To date, no research reports the relation of the location of the spectrum to mechanical parameters of the muscles. According to the hypothesis of the authors of the present work, the location can be specific to the type of muscle, its condition and the contraction phase.

The analysis of the spectra obtained in this study indicates that the maximum observed in the extension phase of the muscle is frequently shifted towards lower frequencies, or has a much lower amplitude. The measurements and statistical analysis of the spectral maximum frequencies and amplitudes are presented below.

### 4.2. Comparison of the spectral maximums during muscle contraction and extension

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the spectra in the final phase of contraction and the initial phase of relaxation at the same angle between the arm and forearm. These moments are marked with cursors set on goniometric curves. The top of the illustration shows an EMG signal waveform. The signal was registered in an adult woman.
As you can see in Figure 4, the spectrum maximum in the flexion phase is observed at a frequency of 41 Hz, whereas in the extension phase at 33 Hz. The maximum in the contraction phase is moreover steeper and of a higher amplitude. Statistical analysis confirms these observations. The measurements of the peak frequency and maximum amplitude for all spectra at the same angle between arm and forearm in the flexion and extension phases were performed. The histograms are presented in Figures 5 and 6 respectively.
Figure 5 Statistical distributions of the EMG signals LP spectra peak frequencies in the flexion (A) and extension (B) of the forearm.

Figure 6 Statistical distributions of LP spectra maximum amplitudes of the EMG signals during flexion (A) and extension (B) of the forearm.

The measurement data were compared with the application of a t-Student test. The peak frequency in the flexion and extension phases are significantly different on the level p<0.0005 ($t_{\text{experimental}}=7.61 > t_{\text{critical}(40)}=3.55$). The difference between the maximum amplitude means was also significant on the level p<0.0005 ($t_{\text{experimental}}=9.74 > t_{\text{critical}(40)}=3.55$).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the EMG signals is of great significance to the evaluation of the status and functioning of the human muscular-skeletal system. The limitations of the low-latency Fourier Transform (Short-Time Fourier Transform), commonly used in studies of the signals, encourage one to look for better methods. What is interesting from the point of view of diagnostic and rehabilitation activities, such as stimulation with the use of external stimuli, is the averaged spectra from which you can determine the peak frequency of the power spectrum.

The paper proposes a method of linear prediction (LP), which allows for smoothing of the spectrum and for accurate determination of the maximum. The examples of the signal biceps muscle analyses presented in the paper indicate that this method allows for
a precise determination of the dominant frequency (peak frequency) regardless of the width of the time window. The determination of the location of the spectrum’s peak frequency and its amplitude can be used to assess the state of the muscle and is also important for the selection of rehabilitation frequency signals. The authors plan to use the described method to observe the synchronization of muscle activation in fluent and disfluent speech articulation, to observe the propagation of excitation along the muscle fibers and to apply EMG signals to control the humanoid robot's movements.
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